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'SO~CAL · ~RE'rA'PIOI OF ~PARTICLE ~IOOS 
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t~ wrmi ty fPf C'alif'crni.e~. 
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Theoretical interpret~tions of the empirical evidence on the 
I 

interactions of K mesons and hyperons with nucleons are reviewed., 'Wi.th 
. . 

special attention to those aspects of this evidence :which bear on the 

relative parities ofc K mesons and hyperons, on the coupling strengths 

of their interactions, or on the existence of symmetries relating the 

irxters.ctions of different particles. The use of dispers:f.on relations 

+ 
for I\ scattering appears ·a very promising_,_approa.ch, although the 

experimental data are too Hmi ted for definite conclusions at t.he 

present stage • The theoretical uncertaint:f.es in this approach are 

considered1 especially those concerned with the unphysical region in 

these rel.atio:o.s and with the convergence at high energies o The K= =P 

reaction an4 scattering da.ta a.t low energ:!.es e...re eJJS.lyzed in term.a of 

a short-range interaction for S=W.ve K= mesons, ch&rB;cterized. by tvo 

complex zero=energy interaction lengths; this analysis also gives an 

adequate account of the K= ~p data from emulsion studies up to 100 Mev. 

Several features of :tnterest in the K-=d capture reactions r~cently 

observed are also discussed.. Hyperon"' nucleon interactions are 

considered with special reference to the Gell,MannoSchvinger hl~thesis 

of "global symme~cry" for the pion=hyperon i.nteraction~ O'wlng to the :Eo A 

Ertil-SS difference aud a.ls.~ to the operatl.on of t;he Pauli prj.n.clple f'oz·. 
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nucleons, the iderrtification of such' a symmetry in the empirical sl tuations 

for which most date will become avs.ilable in the near f'uture is not a:t 

all direct. For the K= ~p capture reactions, the Ame;tf ... V:i.tale inequality 

required by the pion=hyperon symmetry {with neglect of the I:-=-11. mass 

difference) is violated s,ccording to the present data. The most direct 

evidence which fa;vors the "global symmetry" hypothesis comes from the 

binding energies of A=hypernuclei. Although the i.nterpreta:tion of 

r 

these binding energies is made difficult by the possibiHty of three=hody 

forces be~een A hyperon ar.rl. nucleons, it appears that the spin dependence, 

range, and strength of the A=nuc1eon interact:i.on are in general agreement 

w:i.th this hypothesis. Some recent "WOrk on "che angula:r correla.tions 

observed in the hypernuclear decay of AHe5 is also reviewed. 

ri 
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(Report to the 1958 Conference on High"'Energy Physics s.t CEru-q) 

* R. H. Dalitz 

Radiation laboratory 
Uni verst 'ty of California. 

Berkeley, California 

1. Introduction 
~----- -*"' ··..........a. 

In the discussion to be given here on the i:p.forma'tion the.t has 

become available on strange~particle interactions, several gpals are to 

be kept in mineL These are the determins:tion of the relative pari ties 

of the K ps.rt1c1.ee and the hyperons 1 and the det~ermination of the coupling 

pa.ramet.ers for the vadous lnterection.s between. them. In this discussion, 

1 the K particle is a.ssumad to have ?...ero spin, and the b,yperona sptn 2, as 

is consistent with e.ll the data available. A further feature of. interest 

is the possibility of symmetries betveen the ve.rious ~ntera.ctions, for 

example whether the h~spothests of n universal :p:tonco'OO.ryon coupling' as 
1 . 2 

proposed by Gelle>Mann· end by Schwinger at the Rochester Conference of 

1957 ia in acco:r.d wlth the data. available. 

+ - First the evidence on K sc8,tterlng is considered briefly. 'rhe 

main :feF.~.tures appear as follOws: 

( i) . The T=l interac·tion is a shor-t= range s"'vave repulsion, . 

corresponding to a. cross sect:J.on essentially constant up to about 150 l~v" 

Beyond this energy, there :ts some evidence for an increasing 'f'=l cross . ' 
section. This rise in cross section ma.y be due f.;c some p=wa.:ve interact:i.ou., 

. . ~ 

q.lthough there :ts no rea..l evio.ence for a uoniaotropic angula."t:" d:t.s'cril)tXc:::1 :::.;;. . 
*~----... -............. ~- ... ~ 

Ferr.".a.nent a.d.dress: Enrico Fennt Inst;t tut.e J'or Nuclear S·tudies, 

\ . 



( iJ.) The T=O S=\."t$Ve interaction eppe:8rs relatively weak, but 

the e\~~dence for a po~ve interaction appears .quite cle~ly from the 

appearance of a back-~d peaking in the K+ =n.eutron cross section for K·:· 

energies of 100 Mev and. higher. r!:'his· is also indicated by a marked 

energy depend.ence of the cmrge ... exchange scatte:ri.ng by emulsion nuclei, 

~<rb.ich :I.s rr:~..ther weak ( < 10'~ of ·the totel scattering) a.t 50 Mev but reaches 

[ 

e. value .of a,bout, ;IJ% of the tot..e.l scattering :in the range 200 'l:'..o 300 Mev. 

I 

The appearance of both s"" end p=vave scattering i.n the lov= 

ene:rgy region seems rather difficult to understand tn terms of a scalar 

K meson, ·the A/ e,:rul ~ hyperons being a.esu.med to .have the same parity. 

However, Ceol:l:a. and Taf:fara3 have remarked ths.t-·tbe appearance of both 

- r;; arul p SC8,ttering could be e::..'Plained in a fairly direct -way :f.n terills 

o.f pseudo scalar ·RNA s,nd Kl~ interactions~ In lowest=order perturbation 

+ theory, a repulsive s .. wave interaction for K ~·proton scattering e.ppears 

natur3.lly through the exci tai;:i.on of' virtual antih;yperon ~nucleon pairs~ 

'!Bbe corresp(?nd.in~ ·pair terms for the pionc-onucle~>n system are 

·w-ell knotffi to .be very much greater than the observed s-wave scatterlng 

e>.llm-rs; however, t.he suppression of these terms is not vell understood. 

for the pton:-nucleoo. case ( i"c xna.y possibly be due to the effects of 

.:he m"?.e.!:u.mi-r;nn for tbis sup:presston does not oj:>erate :tn Kouucleon ac~:tt.er:i.lJg .. 

.,. 
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+ The observed K ~·proton cross section of l4 mb is obtained with a value 

of' about 2 or 3 for 2,j' ~ } Q.:lf: • The T:::O scattering ampJ.i tude 

is propcirtional to 3~2V4lr, SO that a weak S=WB.Ve Sca.tterin.g 
. ( 

in this stat,e may be obtai.ned for sui table choice of' the ratio gtJ~ 

Further, Be.rshay has suggested the use of a repulsive direct · K ... pion 

4 
interaction, of the form fv- KK lt ·Jt , t-~hich would contribute a 

nn. ............ 

+ repulsive T··independent term to the K ~nucleon scattering amplitude; :.tn 

th:i.s case J weak T=O S="Wave t3ce.ttering would correspond to a different 

choice of the relative coupling strengths and ~- From this 

pion-~exchange process, one might expect an s"'wave amplitude falling off 

+ with energy beyond about 100 Mev, but the total K ""proton cross section 

might be held up to t;he observed value by somf~ rising p-waye cross 

sectiono 

From the positive energ;J ti'S.llSH;ione, 

-p 

./'/(+ 
/_A' 

~ ~-~--·-· --------p 

the pseud.oscal.a.:r coupling gives ri.se to a. pseudovector form of lnteraction, 

such as we are nov familiar. with in pion physics J so that p ... wave scattering 

is also to be expected. Ceolin and 'l"af'fara. have pointE..>d. out that, i.n 

lowest a:pproJd.mation, this interaction is attractive in the T=l; P:J/2. 
a.M the T=:O, p

1
/

2 
st..a.tes. 5 Together '.ui th Ds.llaporta, 5 · they have 

carried out more detailed calcu.la:tlons· in t.he static li~it to bring ou~_ 

. these qua.lit.at.Jve poi.nt~:: more clearly; h:>Hever; ·t.here is no det.elle t 



It mttst be emphasized that the above re~ks a.re only qualitative 

and that they could be modified very- considerab:cy by the. exis.tence of 

the lighter strongly coupled plon. For this reason ve cannot definitely 

say that the scalar K meson could not account for the.evidence; although 

in lm.-eat approximation the interaction . that it leads to is sttr.acti ve 
. - . 

and :tnclud.e.s very little p-wave term. The most cautious statement one 

could make is that the pseudos'cala.r interaction is not ruled out, but 

~--~-~-

In a paper received at the end of' the c;ohference, Barshay (Phys. Rev. 

Let·ters, to be publ:i.shed) bas remarked that the appearance of both 

s= and. p='m!ve scattering could also be expla.:i.ned if only Qne of the 

KNA and KID': int.eraction.s -mere pseuo.oscalar, the other be:i.ng of' 

scalar :form. Of' course this requires oppos:i,te parities for the 1\ 

appears capable of g1 ving the right qual:i.tati ve behavior. 

+ ' I 
A new feature of the K data this year is ·the appeax:a.nce of' . 1t 

product. ion in . K+ collisions above 't;he theshold at 220 Mev, the ''rate 

' 
" observed is of the order of 1~. Some cal~ul.ations have been repor·ted. 

by Ceo lin, Dallaporta, and Taffara on this process. 7 Assuming the 

elastic K+ scattering to be due to pseudoscalar KYN interactions, 

they obtain results (ll.) from a perturbation-=>theory calculation, which 

ere very mach below the production rate actually obser~Ted. The second ., 

- possibil:!.ty considered, (b), was tb.et the RK tr·'l( in·teraction was respon·~ 
~~... . 

sible for "'che elastic scattertng~ In this case the elastic scatt.erlng 

gives no charge exchS...TJge ~ e..nd. r 2 /1!-'3! t-·.P 2 · t s needed t.o gi Ye the 
Klr 

observed K+·~prot.on cross sect:!.on. The i{K n ·'ll( interactlon can then 
b""-...... ;jet, .. "' 
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Conzeq:uently the values obtained for Rlf are larger by a factor of 10" 

but a.:re still well below the num.ber suggested experimenta~1.y. 

50 Mev 

lOOMev .. 

(a) 

·---------------------------~-------
-5 4 X 10 

=4 2 X 10 

+ Actually, at 350 M2v K energy, it seems reasonable to expect 

a rate R~ of a.t least 10-3 per K+ .interaction in complex nuclei, 

owing to aecondary .. pion produc·tion by recoil nucleons from the back:wa.rd 

scattering of K mesons, a.nO. this effect may be sufficient to account. 

for the experimental observations Q However, :t.t is clear that the 

observation of ~ 
+ production in K ~proton collisions would be of 

interest J.n giving some information beB.l"'ing on the relative strengths 

of the various ktnds of K=particle inter9.Ction possibleo 

K-~Proton Interactions 

Dsts on K"=proto:n intera.ctj.ons are no:T a.vailsble in some det.'?:t.:i. 

\. '; 'I: ... •- •,~r"\ ~ ' ,"J.' 



hyd.rogen, the data have incrt~ased gre&tly from those 

ego, bui~ are still rompatible vith the ratios 4 : 2 

not. yet been separated in the nev data). 

sve,ilable a year 

1 
: 2 : 2 for the 

The new bubble chamber data on interactions :f.n :flight over the 

Emergy range of about 5 to 35 Mev is of the greatest interest. . These 

ds.ta ·show no clear indice:tiou of' any other than sc,wa,ve interactions; the 

angtJla.r d.:tstribu-'cions of' the. scattering and the z·e~\ctions are a~l 

compatible with e.n s"'wave capture. This e.:ppea.re reasonable for such 

low i!JJ!ident momenta., the K-,.,proton interaction being expected to ba.ve 

a range of' about o/~"' tN Oo4 f. There is ev:i.d.ence in the emuls:l.on dam 

·that i;he ratio has changed from the wlue 1.8 for the loH=energy 

interactions in flight to a value r>Jl at 100 Mev, but we shall flee late:c 

i:;hat. this is not at all incompatible with an s=wave reaction. In 

discussing these data 'W"e shall t.here:f'ore assume the.t s=wave WJ.pture is 

:predominant. The ru:w,lyais I shall give te very preliminary and has been 

c~U"ried out only since rrry arrival at the Conference. I give it here with 

• !:J(•h hesitancy, but I :feel that at least it, is i!lStructive and Will 

:•.ooi cate the kind of' additional exper5.mente.l data. we nmr need. 

For discussion of the sca:tt...er!ng, two complex phase shifts 

oT = ~ + if:\T ... =that is four parametere==are needed for the tiro channels 

T=O and ~1. ~~ bubble chamber data have been collected by an 

averaging ba~ed on a reasonable energy dependence for the cross sections 

·~o give cross sections evaluated at a mea...':l laboratory mouentum of 

• x.r- }l,ev lc ~... K·.// - I , . energy of 18.5 Mev" The value of 11:A. 
2 

at this ener('" c :>..1 

,.; .60 mb. The e.lastic cross section is then 64 mb, and the cba.':'ge~exc: 

· .·!·u. "i~cttou .r;.;n been taken as 0.2 a , .... ,., c:orr~spondir.g tc the e.1.a.s ~.., _ 

~· 

. '"" 
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since so:n:e .I<? 
1 

decays may be coni'u!*:d with A=decay events; however, 

D the proportion of K 1 decays giving such configurations may be expected 

t..o be slll'8.11~. To obtain the reaction cross sections for T=O and. T\:11 -

~ ' + = 
oore data are needed thool just f'or the I: and 2': react:J.ons o In .f'&ct1 

in terms of the reaction amplitudes ~ and Yi and thelr re.Lt .. t.i ve 

phase 91 , the relative proportions for I: and A .reactions are 

q-( I~) rJ 
.,!_ Mz. 
~ () + ..L M:?,. 

4- I 
+ iz;· /1c;; h1, 'cos <P b " -)I 

~ 3o let.) 

/ 

<r('2.+) """"" 
L..M2. 
~ . () + 

_,_ M?. 
4- f - t& 1\10 f\11 Cos q> )! ( 3olb~ 

0"'(~0) I /11 ~ { ;.lc) 
F<>.J. 

6:1> o r9 

0"" (l\) ,...,..; L N,:t" ~ 3,.ld) 
2 

From these expres;sions, the ratio of' T=l and. T=O reaction c;ross 

sections is 

. ' 0 . 
To mke progressJ. we have assumed. tba:t t.;he !:. , A . prod:ucti.on bea.r.e 

the same ratio to the· 

.;;;apture from rest, This :ts dangerous, e:ince it, is not a:t all clesr hoH 

\' 

' ' 
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much of thi.s K- =P capture in hydrogen is from the p st.ates. JG.ckson1 

Ravenhall, and Wyld7 have pointed out that the competition of the 2p 

ca.pt,ure vith the 2p-ls radtative trausH~ion can be obtained -when the 

pawave absorption in :flight is k.noml. At 100 Mev .t-he a.bsc•rption. cross 

section appears relatively small, and it is st111 qui'tie ccms:i.sten:t. "torith 

s=W.Ye ca:pture; if' 5~ of the observed. cross section were p~4r~ave, this 

would allow onlY about ~ of ·the K= capture from rest tc be fr~m the 

p s·tates. There is, however, some support f'or this assumption from the 

L.fZ+ rs·t.io, which is 1.8 f'or the low=energy interactions. in flight, 

quite in accord (wJ.thin statistics) with the ratio of 2 observed. for the 

captures from rest. In thi.s lrJ'B.Y a ratio 

0.4 is obtained, the t..ota.l reaction cross sectton at 18.5 Mev then 

be:tng !{oabs(T=l) + aabs(T=o)} ::; 62 :r.nb. Since the rea.cticn ct~oss 
section is dir-ectly related to the ima.gi.n:.:~,ry p;:.:.rt of ·ihe pr~se s! ii't, 

cr (r) _r 
ab:s 

val\.es may be obtained for (30 and 131 from these numbers. Next,. the 

real parts of e0 and o1 !18Y be obtained from the elastic and charge= 

excl'..aD8e cress se6;t.!OW>; 

:..r c.cr:::. 

(2.4) 
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There ara t"T.ro distinct solutions for a
0 

and a
1 

; f'or each ()f' theae 

solutions the relative signs of a
0 

aM.. a 1 are determ:tned but. their 

over""a.ll sign is still indeterminate. At this point1 it is appropriate 

7 to f'ollow the suggestions of' ~Tackson, Ra.ve.nball, and. Wyld, and to 

ad.opt the zero"'ra:nge a.pproximati.on, since eVBn at 100 Mev the wave 

lengths v.re still reasonably long relative 'to the ra.nge of the 

in·teracti.on. Zero-ene1·gy scattering lengths are then convenient to 

use and are defined as usual by 

I -- ---··-

with neglect of' the term 

ra~ treatment. The complex values obtained f'or these ~ero~energy 

scattering lengths are shown in Table I . 



a.o + ib
0 al + ib 

1 
~..-...~----~· ~-----~ 

Soli.:rtion A 0.28 + i 0.54 1.19 + i 0.22 
+ 

Solution B+ 1.28 + i 0.71 0 .1~) + i 0.18 

There .are also tvo corresponding solutions A ' B 

¥Thich are obtained from A+ , B + by reversing the 

ancl 

- •:======-====-=·-=~=-===-==-=•w==-==--==· === =·=••::;;::•-•:.=--:.:·=~--~ 
The follo"!rlng points are no-w of interest: 

( i) have the same sign in both t~ese solutions. 
· ... ·· ... 

follows really from the la.rgeness of' the elastic cross section, Hhich 

requires a reasonably large value of ( a.
0 

+ a 1), 8..lld. t,he smallness of 

the charg;e=excbange scs:"ctering, which then requires that a0 

have tr.e same s.ign to give a small value for {a
0 

= s
1
). This is of' 

8 
interest especially because of the strong a.rgument Ceccl?..relli gave last 

yea.;· for the conclusion that the K= ~nuclear potential is attrect:t ve {at 

leaBt 20 Mev) for low=energy K= mesons. Thi.s conclusicm then requires 

th.."\t., since 6.nd a
1 

. have the same eigu, and should bot.h 

correspond to attractive interactions. 

( ii) The energy o.epende.nce of these c:ross sect;ions is next o.f 

S · J"'ck R '"""'-'"'"lJ <>"'d r.ry ..... 1 d7 '"'~ h ·.,. d that th e J. r-~...~re -c.. "-' · ·son, a.\,.;;;!.J.u.a. ., ~ "' .ua.ve emp . a.s1 ... e e pr ~eettc.e 

; ~~,. (· _... ·:.·.t sr..JiT:"t J ve processes g:l ves rlse to E4 .. dowuY'l1 .. rd C\.lSJ> 1n 1. ~he c·..1r 

\ · .. · 

c 



of energy dependence of kiU b /41t. as!' ~nere is also a cusp in ·the elastic 

cross section. As a result, extrapolation of the d~ta to 2erc energy 

must always be done with care. In Fig. 1 the elastic cross sect:i.ons 

corresponding to Solutions A a.ml B of Table I are plot'f:;ed. from the 

expression 

() rr I t:t0 + l bu a, + ; b, 

~~ 
_......._. ______ ... ___ 

+ .. ---......-----.. 
('7. 7) :al~ n b" - ; ~ t.la -1: b, - t·l<a1 

'l .. -' 0 / 

I+ I-f· 

a.nd. are· compared 'With t.he emu.lsion data. Both aoluttons agree in gi v1ng 

e_n. s~wave cross sect.ion 1~hat~ :falls rapid.ly wi't;h :tncreasicg I{' energy_; 

the t:wo curves agree at; 18.5 'Mev, of course, but. Solution B r:tet~s about 

YJ% higher tb.an Solution A at; zero energy. Bot.h curves reproduce 't;he 

general trend of the emulsion data, vhich reflects the excellen.-c agr-tl~·w.;l"t 

of' the emulsion. data rnth the bubble cbmnber datBo rn J!'ig. 2 the 

r +"' c 7 
absorption cross section i 0'{ I: ) + 01( r , ) J given by 0. 71 a ab

3
, uhere 

is compa-red w:tth the enrtllsion· dat.B,. Agaln t.he general trend of t.hj s 

~r!:ISB seetion is reproduced quite well} although the predicted C'urve 1 i:: \:> 

a .i3.t.tle higher t.h9.n the emu1siol1 data. (ow1ng partly to t.he S;):m'?~,rlwT 
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The general agreement found provides soma support for this simple 

interpretat:f.on of the da.ta up to 100 Mev in terms of a predomimmtly 

G=~ve interac~ion. It vill be of 5_nterest later to examine how 

sensitive this fit is t~ the assumption leading to the relative veight 

of' the T=l and T=O absorption processes. 0 Direct evidence on the ~ 

and A production f'rom K=-proton reactions is very desirable at this 

(iii) The energy deperAences of and of 

may be qu:f.te different, owing to the fact that their strengths c::orrespond 

to different values of' b. For Solution A, the T=O and T=l absorption 

cross sections have an almost constant ratio, but for Solution B, the 

T=O absorption drops by about 5o% between 20 Mev and 100 Mev reJ.ati ve 

to the T==l absorptipn. This vill be reflected :l.n a. corresponding energy 

dependence of the 'E.f'i:.+ ratio for Solution B. But even lf the ratio 

2 . + -(1f1o/M1) were indepen~ent of eJ.1,ergy, the r./r. ratio would depend 
. 0 . 

aensitivel:y on the phase angle ¢; a. value ~ = 70 gi.ves the. observed 

'E.f'F..-Ir ratio at 18"5 Mev and. a chmlge 'tc1 fO = 90° at 100 ~ieV 'WOUld lead 

to a r.1r:.+. ratio of unity there. Since the phase is due to the 

scatt..ering interactions in the K~ -P initial state, and especi&lJ.y :l.n 

the fi""hyperon :final state, it is. not at all unreasonable .roo find a 

chmlge.in fO 
0 . 

by ~"«> 20 bet'!reen zero energy and 100 Mev. 

It is also of interest to mention briefly a reaction rnhich has ,. 

not yet llreen observed, although about 3000 K~ -proton captures have 1 been ·" 

examined: 

.,.. -1\+rr -rrr 
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Fujii and Marshak9 have estims:ted from perturbation theory that s=stat.e 

capture of' a sca.l.a.r K meson { vhich leads to s=wave motions in the final 

state {Eq. t~.9)) would lead to a branching ratio of severS::!- per cent 

for this reaction. 10 Okun and Pomera.nchik give an est:i.ma.te of about 0. 2~ c 

for this branching ratio on the basis of phase=space considerations. .For 

a p~eudosoolar K meson, these esti.mates must be reduced by E; factor tfY 50 L 
owing to 'the l'""wave motions which are then necessary in the final state" 

Okun ·and Pomeranchuk
10 

have pointed out that the energy distribution in 

the final state of this reaction would be of considerable interest for' 

the determina:tion of KA parity if' the reaction is ever. opserv:eC.e 

4. Dispersion RelationS f~~ K Meso!!! 

It appears that the use of dispersion relations :for K=nucleon 

scattering offers a very powerfUl means for the determination of the KA 
- + 

and Kr; pari ties and coupling constants when the data available on K" 

scattering become more ertensi ve. Their applica:tion for this purpose 
. . . 11 ' 12 . ' 13 
bas been discussed recently by Amati ~ Vitale, by Igi, by Goebel~ 

' 14 ' and by Matthews and· Salam. The form of these dispersion relations for 

K~p:roton scattering is as follows: 

X (I\) 
~---

6)1\ +fA) 

., 
• 
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J.:> (C.J) 
X (I\) 

p~ 
XCZ) 

A" -{-
A) -lU tJ.r --l0 

1\ 

( 4.lb) 

where co = (m 2 - m 2 
= m._2 )/'2Jn , and m is the rest energy of the a a: p 't\.r· x:,· a: 

system a. The first te:r:m.s on the right are the poles at wA a..l'ld c.~ 

corresponding t6 the isoJ~ted A and ~ particles. The point of 

special interest here is that the· sign of' ·the res:i.due at each pole is 

proportional to the parity, pi\ or Pr;' of the corresponding KA 

or I<I: patr, whilst the magnitude of the residue is relat-ed to the 

correspondtng coupling constants gA and Sr: . The expressions 

for the res:f.dues are 

(4.2e.) 

9 

with correaponding expressions for p~ = ± 1, A being replaced e~ry

where by L; • It is of interest to add · t.hat the K=neutron dispers:i.on 

relations r.ave the same form exc~pt that X(A) is 0 1 the term X{~) is 

"'JUl>l.ed relative to the e.xpressi<>n glven 'by the e.ne.logue of' Eq. { 4 .2''; 



\~ 

,. 

p<)le, so that the K=neutron dispersion relations relate to the (Ki:) parlty 

alone. 

+ 
In el..-pressions (4.1), D± denote the real parts of the K"'"=proton 

forward scattering amplitude, and A., denotes the imagin.ary part of the 

K."" f.onre.rd scattering am:pli tude. The unphysical region here includes a. 
' 

continuous stretch f'rom roM. to ~ 1 corresponding to. the ,fa~t thB:t 

A1i a.Dd Eil states of pos1t5.ve kinetic energy can still be reached from 

states of unphysical energy for the K"" -proton system. 

Now let us d1.scuss some of the di:t'ficult1.ns in the use of these 

' dispersiOll relations. Firstly, it has been pointed out to me by S. Tuan 

(Berkeley) and by R. Oehme (Chicago) that the present techniques for 

establishing the validity Of dispersion relations fail to .achieve their 

purpose f'or the K=mescin case, even for forward. scattering. The mass 

· ineque.l:t ties a.re only just v1.ola.ted: ·if the A particle were about 5'/J 

heavier the necessary condition wuld be satisfied. However, not ,all 
; 

that 11e know about the possible intermediate states has been put into 

thia -ce.lculation a.nd there is every reason to expect that t.bey Y'ill be . . ~ 

rigorously demonstrated in due course. 

Next, the unphysical region may be quite complica~ and there 
• > 

' is little tha.t we can learn about tbi·s from experiments in the physical 

·region. .Although A is required to be positive in the, physical region, 
"" 

:tt is permitted to take on negative values in the unphysical region~ 

We have already mentioned that cusps generally occur at ro = mK' for 

• ",~·.' ·.~ L ,_. ;: \ ,,\_-_,· 
; .... · 

(4.3} 



• 
across <D = mK. For w < ro~ , A is zero, of course; at ro = roA- , 

.~ 1 '~ 

A ha..o; a branch point of type (o.> "' mkt}~ and may become either posit:!.ve 

or negative, and there will also be some kind of cusp in A~ at ro = r~ 

vhe:re the compet.ing (E + 1t )=states begin to play a role. To illustrate 

these points, two of the many poss:tble curves for Ajro) in the 

unphysical regi.on are shown on the following figure. 

A (w) 

~--~ 

~ 
I \ ' 

ln the form ( 4, 1).; the integrals over the cross sectioDB do nc t. 

~onverge if the cross sections ~+ and ~ approach constant values 

at infintte energy, and .some subtractionS Will clearly be necessary. 

11~ 13 
Goebel and Matthews and Salam have suggested meJ.{.ing use of the form 

obtained by subtracting Eqo (4.lb) from (4.J.a). With ro = ~~ this be . .!J 

... ue form : e.ssum:L ng A and £ pari ties to be .the same) 

.• 
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for scaJ.ar K rreeon, 

for pseudoacalar 
K meson" 

Here the hope is that j'drut( a'+ ·• a 1 J/k~ may be convergent. 

Pomeranchukl5 has shom1 that :l.t is reasonable to expect 

( i!1 + = O:) ;.'[: C log m , but. this :f.s not sufficient to ensure 

convergence. Even if the integral is convergent, this convergence is 

slow and :tt.a value will then depend on contributions from energies f'ru-

beyond those for which experimental information ex:tata. E~n so, it ts 

o-r interest to f'ollmr a 11 ttle tb.e arguments of' Goebel and of' :r6e.:t'thews 

and Sal&'!L As f'ar s.a the experiments go, 

and :tt is reasonable to expect this to cont:i.nue up to fairly high 

energies, since the K~ :f.ntera.ction has rlJ8.:ll:f mre I·es.ction channels 

available the:n the K+ interaction; it seems likely that the first 

'.ntegra.l (if it exists) i.s positlve. NO".r D +~~) is known to be 

Jf."g.;tti1fe, but :f'airly srw.ll, 1-.f'.ar.=reae. DJmK) :ts quite large. The 



second :i.nt.egral, over the unphysical region, is unk.n<Y~n even in sign, 

but may be expected to be moderately small (as is the case for simple . 
extrapoJ.ations f'rom the physical region). Hence if' D = {~<) were 

negative==that :ts, the K"" '"'proton intera.ction were repulsive=.,tb.en. the 

expression ( 4. ~-) would almost certe..inly be po'si ti 1..re a.nd the K"'meson 
r 

parity would be even. But if D is positive, for an attractive· 

K"" =proton interaction, the matter becomes more quantitative, but it 

appears rather likely that (4.4) -,:.rould. be. n.ega,tive corresponding to a 

pseu~osca.lar K meson. Ho1:rever, ~wing to . the question of the ·~ra.Udi ty 

of the relation (4.4), there is some doubt concerning its use in this · 

way for determination of the K=meson parity. 

A mod.ification of the relation (4~4), ana.logous to the :method 
16 .. 

proposed by Haber..,Scbaim for the use of pion.,nucleon d.ispersion 

J2. 
:relatlons, has been proposed by Igi. · , After the approximations 

0, Igi was led to the expression 

If "Ghe lef't=hand side of this expression is pl.otted as a. functlon of ill 

(note tha-t -the j_ntegral over cross sections is now rapidly con,Jergent), 

it should follow a straight ~ine which rray be ext.re.polat.ed to m = 0 t.o 
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ob~1n ·the desired indication of the K parity ~- the -K~hyperon 

eoupling oonstantso However, the u:akno1ro. integral over the unphysica.:t 

region will not be unl.mporta.nt, also the extrapoJ...ation to a> = 0 is r~ 

very large step relative to. the energy range over which exper:tmental 

data 'are e.t present available, so that -'che use of this interesting 

relation m&y be rsthe~ uncertainQ 

However, Igi oos s.lao· su~sted. the use of t~e followtng for~,,12 

which is weighted against c~ntributions from the unphysical region.. The 

cross sec~ion integrals again converge r~ther rapidly and depenn on the 
+ . 

K cross secti'?ns to a far greater extent,_ mr.tng to the large denomi:nator 

toot goel:l> vith a,. To pay for these advantages, the :formulae are 

correspondingly more Q.ependent on -'che energy dependence of' the forward. 

·+ scattering amplitude for K -P scattering, Igi_ considers tvo 

possibilities: 

(a) a+ is ·constant at 15 mb up to co = brDX· In th..ts case he 

finds that i:f D is attractive then the expression on ~e left or 

~q. (4.6) is positive, correspond.ing, to a 'pseudosca.lar K meson 

·. · · . . 2 2 A 
(~.ssuming l: and A ·ro have,the same partty) w:J.th. (gA + g£. )

1
4:rl ;--,!. ll-1 

1ihereas, if D is repula1ve 1 the K meson nrust. be sC!f!,J..arJ witb. 
I 

,.~ 0 )i. ·To obtain 'these conc:lusiorm J the :k:nat.->n. 



cross sed:;ions had to be extrapolated far beyo:rd our region· of knmi'ledge, 

ru:td the unphysical contribution 't:fa.S estimated by a. simple smooth 

extrapolation into the regJ.on (I) < nx ' an esti~rete which dicl not 

contrlbu·te at all strongly to the final expression.· It is difficult to · 

be very definite about how sensitive such calcula.ttons a.~e to the cross 

section assumptions without having had. tt~ opportunity of repeating the 

calctila.tions oneself'=""some of the data l.l&ed at low energies deviate 

consid.era.bly (for ·example, the values for (J"" abs) from our present 

knowledge at this meeting, but on the other hand1 there appears to be 

some degree of compensation beween the vari.ous terms when ·:t,he -, K= 

cross sect:tons in the low=energy·region ere modl.fied. It is of' interest 

to note that, on the basis of the same cross-section a.s.SU!l.tptions, 

together with the addi tioOO:l strong asemmptlon that ( (j . ~. (1 ) approaches 
. - + 

0 reasortably quickly with increasing m, the work ot Goebel and Me.t:thews 

and Salam reached e~sentially the e~me con~luaion" 

(b) a second a!Seumption consid.ered vas that o-+ :followed a 

+ smooth curve running through the K ""P . sce.ttering cross sections 
> 17 .. 

:,t;rubliahed by the Michigan bubble chamber group:· which were cons:J.stent 

'lii t;h a cross sect:ton falling off by a f'actor of- S, between 50 Mev~ am zero 

energy" In this case, the expression was :found to be negative for either 

a:ttrac'l:.i ve or repulsive D =' corresponding to a scalar K meson and 

I~ main purpose in discussing this ma:tter in deta.ll when the data. 

are s.t such a. preliminary stage is to stress ;the urgent need for d.at..e. en 
' ' 

K + and1 K~ cross sections for interact:i.on vi th protons over '!fld.e enerf!.Y 

ranges, up to energies- very much above those for which data are now 

available. For the use of Ig.:L's relation (4-.6-), :more accura"'re stud:i.es 

+ . 
on K -~proton tH·a. t·teri.ng cross sections and ang.1lar distri ~u~;ions at lcr"..r 
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energies (say 50 Mev and below) would be very helpfUl. Also; as .'Matthewe; 

and Salem have emphasized to me, it wuld be of very great interest to 

obtain data bearing on the K .. neutron cross sections, f'o:r. exampe on total 

cross sections at higher energies by scattering off deuterium; infor:mat:i.on 

on K-""neutron :forward scattering can be deduced from sufftciently detailed. 

data on K~-proton interactions, on the lines indicated above for the 

discussion of' the K= -proton data now available, but inf'orme:tion .on 

+ 
K -~n.-eutron fonm.rd scattering w:i.ll clea.r 1;y need more direct experiments. 

/ 

From this information it t.rould be poesibleto draw deductions concerning 

the (KI:N) interaction alone, which could. then be used in conjunction 

with the K=proton scattering analysis by dispersion relations to lead to 

clearer conclusions on the parity and strength of the (RAN) interactiono 

5. Capture of K- Mesons by Deuterium 

Next, we turn to discuss some points concerning the new data on 

K--deuteron interactions, which Tripp has just reported f'rom the work 

of the Alvarez bubble chamber group. These data have given. us our first 

clear and very welcome verification of a charge=independence equality. 

There has not been sufficient time for the measurements to go so far as 

0 to distinguish E and A events in the cases where this may be 

possj.ble. However, it is of interest to note that there are only 

7{,;= 1V
0 p) events recorded compared with 48(Y0 

fi:"" p) events. Since 

charge independence requ:J.res the number of (1.:~ 1f.
0 p) ·and (T.0 

1t = p) to 

be equal, it appears that the :rela.t:tve production of rP. and A from 

K"'" -neutron interactions is ,...t 7/41, so that A production is dominant, 

here, in contrast to i~he s1 tua.tion for K-=proton captures. This :i.s 

.:ll b t.h Be 18 h ' y·a:ther reminiscent of' the conclusion reporteu. y e rn group t eo. 

,-,,·,·.:'· c ·'nr »c,::,."'~<t'f.' .:, b-~ C'ompe.rable •.r1:ti\ l'l'i:' tott>.l 1~ ; r"0t!ll<'"t:ion. 
r- \_....--
(~/- ,. 



for K"' =interactions in fligl1t at 90 ?-4ev. Howreve1·, this result for 

deuterium couJ.d quite well arise from e>econdary interactions :l.n which a 

:>: particle produced intere.cted with the neighbor nucleon, transforming 

to u A particle and causing an increase in the· Ajr. ratio observed. 

The b,1r;..+ ra:tio-appears to be rather lower tb.a.n that known for 

K~ =proton· cap·ture, although some increase might b&ve been expected, mri.ng 

to the acldi tional neutron= capture events. Since the energy d.ependemae 

of the ls capture scarcely comes into play here, it may be necessary 

to attribute this change {and perhaps part of the increase in A 

pn'Xluction) to an greater rat..e of K= capture from the 2p . state in 
deuterium th.lin from the 2p state in hyO..l"''gen. r.I.'h:l.s rray result from the 

additione.l capture channeL"> oow available throug)l the neutr.::m interaet.ions, 

as well as from the la.rl§.oer rectuced mass in the K--deuterium system. For 

the cases discussed. by Fu,jii and JJ.la.rshe.k, 9 it turned out thai~ the ra:t..e 

o:f 2p absorption in deuterium vas about three times as large: as the 

ra·te of · 2p absorption in hydrogen. Tb elar:J.fy the situation, it would 

be desirable to study in some detail the energy spectra and correla:~~ir.ms 

in K==d. reactions. Okun and Smushkevich have submitted a theoretical 

study ~f such correlations on the ba.sls of the impulse a.ppro:K.t.mat:i.on1 but

tsking into account elastic scatt.er;.ng betveen t.he f'ine.l baryons; l9 

hCI'iB'ever, there are no data. available at present, except in one negative 

respect, 001~1y that no bound stat.es of type Ap or T..c, n have been 

d.e"cec·t.ed eJIOng the K- =d reaction products, Estimates for the rate 

of' formation of such bound states (if' t.hey eY.J.st) were r.ne.de by Pais a.n.d 

n· . ~ ~ 20 
J'Teunt:~n some tJ .. me ago. Generally speaking, they found. that these 

bound states should be formed al~ut as freq~ently as the corresponding 

tmboUlld. systerns, for a binding energy of l !~v. 1i'or sma.ller- bind.:tng ene .•g:tes 

r-
~ ':lJ" !> · --~"''""~-': ~:<>·l-.:lo falls off t>t"lut t\S 1/ B On ·tb:ls basis, thP 



absence of these states in ·the IC ... d :rea(~tions :J..mplies that tbei:r 

bind.ing ener,gtes {if positive) "are unlikely to exceed several tenths l*-!v ,. 

One :i.fuport.an:t qualification. is necesoory: if these systems were bound. 

only in the 
1s state ( an..ti we shall see reason. later to believe thai; 

thia is the :tiiOst favorable . state for bin.d.ing), "then· ce.ptu:r;e of e. pseuOI.o= 

scalar K Jneson :f'x'Om the ls s·tate of de1.1terit.m could .not give rise to 

this bound state, o'P.i.ng to the selection rules of a.n~1.1lar oomentu1n and 

parity conservation, a.lthough capture from the 2p stat,e couldc 

~"'iMlly1 the ·ra.te of tvo=nucleon capture mod.es in c1eute:d.um~·= ' 

e.g., K", + d -+ :rt + p ~"=is of great interes·t., in vie-w· of' the 

observation _that. the twoonueleo.tl capture of the K"' meso:n. takes place 

in perhaps 15% of !(" ... nuclear capture events in emulsion. l'!'rom exper}.enc® 

·tl!f th the process 9f tvo~-·nucleon capt.ure for pior.1s, 1 t, wouldl. seen1 

ree.scmable to expect this f:tgure ·to imply that about 2 to 3-i of' K~~ 

captures in deuterium should. involve both nucleons. u.l'h:i.s is not; at all 

excluded by the present prel:l.minary data.; 'l:rh.en the data. have increat~ecl 

to the pot:n.t. where a. ste;t.istic.ally .significant comparison ca.n be made 

between t.he deutertum and the em.ul~ion date. on this point, this will be 
) 

of considerable interest for nucl~ar physics, since there ·has ~~en no 

·test to de.t..e of t,be cor~ela.tion f'wlctl.on.s in deuted.um SJD.O. in complex 

nuclei for stlch large momentum t.ran..<ifer. It is of interest to add that 

the~ pert.u.rbt~t~ml ca.lcuJ.ations o:f Fuj:li ·!'t..'ld Marr~halt9 lead t.o a branch:i.ng 

ratio r-J o,. T~ f'or i:r~;..ro~nucleon capture in the case .of' pseudoscalar K:'~ 

the proporttons were , . ..., 1~ for psetldoae;alar K=!lle!!.On and ,..; 0 .l"fo for s Cl d.a:r. 



6. Hyperon-Nucleon Int..eractions 
~-_,·..,.-···~------!"""-~~ 

Strong tnt.era.ctions bett.Teen a hyperon and a nucleon may be traz.t..c; ... 

m:i:tted by the exchattge ol' K mesons and of pions between them. Exchs.nge 

of' an odd number of K ra.esons and any numoor of pions :Lnvolves the tremsfer 

of strangeness between the particles and. g:i.ves rise to ,.P..!l. "ex:cban_ge" 

int.era.ct-:lon, whereas excba.nge of pions alone or with an e"\!·en number of 

K :~.nesona gives an nord::tnat"Y" interaction. Now, since the hyperons are 

coupled a1~ least moderately strongly to K mesons and nucleons, a.nrl the 

nucleons very strongly "'t..'i th the pions 1 there must certainly exist pion.~ 

hyperon interactions of ·the 'tYJ?e 

(6.1) 

~rhe forms of these Yukawa. ... t;ype int.eractions are determ:J.p.ed:. by d.!.E~rge 

indepeu.tdence.r and the co~pling p&~r.ame·cers wlll be denoted· by g!J:, and 

~~:~ respecti,rely, If' these in:teractions (6:1) a.re reasonably strong, 

they w.Lll dmaine:te over the K~meson interac·l:.fons in b.yperon~nucleon 

·the pir . .m~e!Jtcha.nge process. 

At this cou:fereE.lce last year, Gel.l~l-llam11 and Schwinger 
2 

eaeh 

put f'or.!1l'l.rd the hypothests of a "global symmetry" involvlrtg s. un:l.versa.l 

pion-k)a:tj"C'JU coupling. In ord.e:r to allow a comparison bet"11een the p:f.on 

coupling f'or the T = ~ nucleon dopblet and t.he A,'F.. multiplets of 

:i.r.rteger ia.otopi.c spin, t:he A,E. st.e.t...es were :~.--earr.a.nged into tr-.ro doublets: 

y 

.. 

,-
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Of course ·this ~~es sense only if the A and ~ multipleta have the 

same ps.r:tty, as is here S.$Sumad. In teme of these Y 8J.'1!fi Z . doublets, 

the form of' the pion"' baryon coupling was 

where G is the kn~. pion=nucleon coupling parameter and these _interaction 

_terms each have the same t'o:rm- in spin and spe..ce va.rUtbles, so that the Y 

doublet and the Z doublet each behaves in ·the same way a.s the nucleon 

doublet as far a.s pion interactions are concerned. The use of this form 

of coupling is equivalent to the choice gilt = ~ = G. :ltt is also 

possible to consider t!le choice gAI: = ~ = =G , but i:t appesre rather 

unlikely (see below) that this can be compatible with the e:~..'}>erimental 

·facts. 

This "global s~try'1 obviously cannot correspond. completely 

with the observed facts, of course, since. there is a mass diff'erence of 

"-...e 8o Mev between 1:.0 
and . A states; this symmetey can hold w.Ud o1a.ly 

to the approximation that the mass difference =m 
A 

neglected, Further, if the K couplings were also very strong, they would 

be expected to dist.ort this syDnnetiJr between the pion=bayon couplings 

quite severely, so that the proposal was put forwa1~ that the K couplings 

might be regarded as a moderatelY strong interaction whose effects en 

the pion.,hyperon in:teractton might be negle~ted as a first approx:!.ma.ti<."!ll. 
' ' 

'!'his appears fairly reasonable, as a couplil!g s·trength of about, one~tent.h 

of ·that· for t;he plon~nucleon int.eract::i.on 6lppee.rs reaso:ue.ble for i;he KYN 

i.u.tera.ctions,. aMum:i.n.g tbJ::se to be of' pe.eudoscala.r form. 



It haa appeared attractive to seek for a possible syvimet:ry 

t,1etween the strong interactions N ~~A + K, N ¢-i' £ + K also, for 

eJrBJDple it was often suggested that gAK = ~ = g might hold. This 

":rould then lead to the interaction form 

(6.4) 

21 
However, it has been pointed out by Pais that this posstbill ty is 

excluded by the experimental da:ta if' the pion=baryon symmetry gAl: == g~ 

holds. For exaii\Ple, since K+ :f..s coupled. only with z, and since there 

are no couplillt'IJB that. mix Z and Y, it is clear that there are no 

interactions that can lead to the cl~rge=exch~ process 

lrherea.s this process is well known. Another counterexample is 'the 

reaction 

(6.6) 

Here the K= is coupled only with Z states, aDd the pion=h.>-"F-ron 

oouplings cannot mod.if'y this. Hence the z+ state (a Y st.ate) cannot 

~ reached from an initial K= particle and therefore this reaction is 

predicted to be forbid.den, contrary to the evlden.ce. Therefore if •che 

p:.on-baryon. eyzmnetry gAI: =- ~ holds, then we have gAK =/= gn<:. 

The limitation that this pion-baryon symmetry can be fully 

effeetive on.J.y i.n situations for which the rP-NA mass clifference is 

, ~- ·· : i ·· ." r.~ ~, r 
--~ ' . "' ~· 
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present. For this reason it is of interest to mention one situation in 

which this symmetry principle makes a rather clear prediction, although 

there are no data available yet for a check. Th:1.s concerns the magnetic 

moments of the I: and. A parti (~J!aS • It appears reasonable to expect 

these to receive much greater contributions from the pion currents than 

from the K currents w:tthin ea7h baryon. For the terms associated with 

pion processes alone, the prediction is that ~{t+) ; ~{Y+) should just 

be ~(p), the proton magnetic momnt, whereas ~(!:"") should equal -•f.!(p). 
. 0 

In this approximation, the E and A moments should each be zero and 

the matrix element for the process L.0 
-+ A + ¥ should have the form 

llt ;:·!_, where the transiti.on moment llt is the negative of the neutron 

magnetic JOOment. 

Nov ve shall look at several situations in which the pion~baryon 

interaction is of obvious importance and for which there e5r.ists a little 

e.mpirical evidence. The first of these concerns the interactions between 

r; particles and nucleons. In the low~energy region (where the pion 

interactions tend to be dominant) these interactions may be represented by 

potentials, to a sufficiently good approximation at present. The neglect 

of' the mass difference A in intermediate sta;tes will affect the 

calculation of these potentials relatively little (by less than 10~), 

since the intermediate states which contribute most have relatively high 

energies. .To this approximation, the Y-N and Z=N potentials are 

predicted to be identical with the N=N potentials. On this basis one 

may then hope to proceed phenomenologically and to deduce ·the hyperon-

nucleon potentials from the evidence on nucleon=nucleon scattering. 

COJn1i8.x·i.son of these potentlals with ·the data on hyperon-nucleon int-er~· _ 
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For e~mple, the ~+P or L=n nuclear forces are predicted to be 

identical with those for the p~p or n-n systems. For the 1s state, 

the 
+ = L p or E n potential is predicted to be the same as the 

or p=p nuclear force and therefore almost resonant at zero energy 

(see below), but f'or 'the 3s state, the prediction is by no means 

unambigous, since the Pauli principle forbids the 3s s'Utte for t:r..e 

p=p or .. n=n . systems. Only t.riplet. states with odd J are perm.i tted 

for identical particles, and it is therefore necessary to extrapolate 

the. int.eraction in these states to the tr'i.plet st..a.tes 'ili.th even t. In ·. ~~ . . ' . ' . ' . . . . . . . ' 

prineip:J..e,. tl:).is. extrapolation is not possible, since it is possible to 

con.Struct a pdteniia.l which Va.mshes for· states o:r low odd I , although 

finite for states of low even J, (note that position-exchange ter1118 are 

excluded in 'the. potenti~i so·· far as· it is due to pions alone), although 

such potential terms do not appear veey reasonable frOm the viewpoint of 

simple meson theory. With a potential limited to simple static and 
: ... 

spin=orbit,forms, the 3s z+-p potential may be obtained unambiguously 

if' the odd-£ triplet potential is suf'f'ieiently well established. Bryan 

et a.L22 have made calculations of' the scattering cross sections and 

. + 
polarization·properties for E =p 

" 
scattering on the basis of the 

Marabak=Signell potential, which f'i ts vell the p~p scattering below 

200··Mev •. The-main points of'pbys:tcal interest brought oU't by this 
. + 

calculation are that. there is no reason to expect the I: ~p angular 

- 0 . . 
distribution to be symmetrical about 90 , a forward peaking being a 

more reasonable expectation, and that quite strong polarization e~fects 

are- likely to occur in l:+ op seatr~ring. However, this calculatioa s • :J 

illustrates the practical dif'f:Iculties of an extrapolation from the 

oLs€'-r-vecl •. · ··. r. 1 e ~ "':: o );>Ot.en ,,:_., 1 
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the triplet p-p scatt.ering is due to P states and higher, it is not 

sensitive to the form of the triplet potential at short distances, 

whereas the properties of the s~vave scattering are quite strongly affected 

by the form of the potential at short dist~;mces. The Marsba.k.=Signell 

' 3 + potential actually predicts a S bound E ~p state, but it is :f·otmd 

possible to modifY the tripletostate potential at short distances 

sufficiently to remove this bound state, without affecting apprecis.bly 

the fit of the potential for the p-p scattering. 

The question whether bound states should be expected to exist 

= ? 
for the I: ... n and I: =P systems is an interesting one. At present 

there is no clear empirical evidence to indicate the existence of such 

bound states; in fact, as we have seen above, the evidence from K~ =d 

capture experiments is that a 3s bound. state for 1:"' =n is very 

1 ' 
unlikely, although a .s bound state is not yet excluded. On the basis 

of the global symmetry hypothesis' meson=theoretic:a.l calculations by 

Lichtenberg and Ross23 and by Ferrari and Fonaa24 indicate that the 

I:~~n :Potential has most attraction in the 
1s state, for which the 

potential is closely related to the nucleon=n.ucleon potentj.al. Ferrari 

am. Fonda have .pointed out that, with the sta:tic limit G a·p( ~ for 

the un.i.versal interaction G~ , the Z .. -n potential may be expected 

to be ltl!eker than the N~N potential, since the hyperon mass ~ is about 

25% greater than the nucleon mass. This is partly balanced by the 

appearance of a larger reduced mass in the lPli system, but the net 

effect is that the l>·N system w1.11 be fUrther from binding than the 

N"'~h:ystem, as far as forces due to pion exchange are concerned. Ferra.r::l. 

attraeti ve interaction fo1· a. pseudoscalar K meson (repulsive for a scalar 



conflict with the global=symmetry hypothesis. 

When I:= particle comes to rest in hydrogen, the E~ ""P capture 

reaction is observed to lead to the reactions 

0 

~ + w, 

in the ratio Aj'L0
) ~ 2. Now since the r."" particle is a Z particle, 

the pionchyperon.intera.ctions cannot lead it to the (A0 
= 1;

0 )//2 state, 

which belongs to the Y doublet~ so that the global symmetry principle 

would· appear to suggest 

On this .basis, one ~ght expect the matrix elements for the processes 
I 

( 6" 7a) and { 6. 7b) to ha.ve the same form, i:n which case the ratio yr:.0 

. ( 1 ,2.6+1 ( ,2£+1 
'lrould be expected to have the value P4.!Pr/ ~ I..J.1 for cs.p~ure 

from a state of the i.;,'"' =P atom of orbital e.ngu.la.r momentum £, the 

outgoing momenta in Processes (6.7a) and (6.7b) being PA,..; 280 Mev/c 

and p:E I'V 70 Meyc, respectively. This conclusi.on does oot agree with 
' " I 

the data, but the'" situation. is more complicated than this simple 

argument assumes. To a good a.ppro.ximation, the argument of Eq. (6.8) 

may be used t.o deduce that the potentials. (r:.C:p / i.T(r) / rf'n> and. 

<T...=p / V(r) J. An> ·are equal, on the basis of' global symmetry. 

Ho~ever, the wave length of the outgoing A particle is· shorter"than 

the ra.nge (t/m7tc) of' t'.bese 'pote:rrtials by a factor of about 2, urheree.s 

the rf . 'Have length :Is 1onge:r· than this ran.ge by e.boui::; the sau:-e f.e.ctor, 



... This means .that the matrix elemen.t M_g~P)tv Jr.t V(r) j.t(pr}d
3
r relev~t. 

to these processes when the potentials are treated in lowest=erder 

approJdmation has to be evaluated for quite different momenta in the tvo 

cases and may be expected to be a. good deal smaller for Process (6.7b) 

than for (6.7a); in fact, a first=order calculation on these lines leads 

to a A/rP ratio of less than unity. For capture at rest1 the direct 

appli.cation of. the globa.l""symme~ argument to the matrix elements for 

Processes {6. 7a) am {6.'Tb), as given foJbwing Eq. (6.8), would be valid 

only if' 6. were less than ~-r 2M. 
\ 

In a mo:re exact treatment of the 

matrix elements from the potentials, the hyperon=nucleon system must be 

discussed. in tel:"Dl8 of states of definite isotopic spin '1', since tbe 

global symmetry . is broken do-wn by .the l:-A :mass difference • The r;-=p 

system is then split. into a '1' = ;j'2 state, for which the potential is 

the nucleon~nucleon 'In,..l potential v1 and for which the t.ranaf'ormatlcn 

1 (6. ?b) is not possible,, and a T = 2 state, for which the potential 

is representecl by a matriX between I: and A states, expressible in 

1 
terms o:f the nucleon"' nucleon potentials V 0 and V 1 • For the T = 2' 

potential, this f'onn is explicitly 

--

The potential V 
1 

is strongJ..y attractive, so that there is strong 

s.eattering in the T = ~ channeL In the T = -~ channel, the masa 

d.if'ferenee /J. is :i.mportant and. a pair of simUlt.aneous equa.t.ions a.re to 

be t~ol,reo., t..o give ·the amplitudes of' the outg~)ing L.
0

""n and. A""n 'ilm'~'''q 
1 ~ ; 

:fer the '£ = '2 ato.te. If, .for e:mmple 7 the r. R.P T. = 2 state ~.rere 

J.:s~ ir1 nsonance n:. -?eco energy fo:r tl'l.:.:: c.."'\pture state considered, then 



possible only ·through the nonresona.nt T == ~ chwmel. Detailt:"d 

calculations of' t.his kim have been carried through by Liehtenberg and. 

23 25. ' 
Ross- and by Wei t.:r.ner .9 but from these :remarks. it -urill be clear thai~ 

' . 
- the conclusions reached will depend a great deal on the precise treatment 

' 

of the hyperon=nucleon potentials. Also the conclu~sions w.Ul depend a 

· good dea], on haw much capture occurs from the 2p state of the z==P 

atom; owin.g to the long range o_f the hyperon.,nucleon potential, it appears 

probable that )?=state capture may be predominant. The situation is quite 

COlrip~Ucated a.nd a prediction of the AjrP ratio in Reaction ( 7) cannOlt 

be nm.d.e on the basis of global symmetry alone, without detailed oonsidera.tion 

of the effect of the mass diff'erence .O.c -Global symmetry can make t& clear 

statement abOut these reactions only f'or 'F..= "'P reactions of' high energy 

{ ~o that the f':t~l kinetic energies are li t:tle affected by the Ii18.Ss 

difference) a'nd of' low..,momentum transfer ( ~o that the reactions do not 

explore the region of the potential 'i-fhere K~meson processes contribute). 

In a first~order calculation of the ~""nucleon pot~ntial, as ~~ven 

23 24 by :Y,.chtenberg and RoBs and by Ferrari aDd Fonda, this potential is 

1 3 3 3 found to be attractive in the S and S T = 2 states and in the S · 

1 T = 2 state for ~ •• A == ~ = +G, but repulsive for the 
1 1 ' -
S T ~ 2 state. 

Wi~h ~.A = ~ = =G, the signs of these f'irst.,order potentials are to 
. 26 

be reversed., Gilbert and White have argued :trom a comparison of' the 

pion spectra ob~e1~ed in K~ capture in ~~laion nuclei with and without 
+ \ + 

an. accompanying b.- emission that the z-.,nuclear potential is attractive 

and. e.bout • .30 to ~..Q Mev deep. Thi.s conclusion e.ppears dif.ficult to 

reconc:U.e trl th coupling parameter =G for the pio:a=hyperon coupling, 

and. appears to require the cholce +G as made by Gell~Mann an.d. Schwinger. 

. .. 



... 

~' 

Another situation of' interest for the global~sy:mmetry hypothes:Ls 

is the K=·..,p capture reaction, since the pion=eyperon interactions :tn 

the final state affect the branching ratios for these reactions. The 

nost extens:i.ve discussion on this basis baa been given by Arnati and Vi tale. 27 

These· authors 'note that. the f'i~l pion.,hyperon syatem my be expressed in 

terms of '2itY and 1.l'Z scattering states, am. that the sca:tterin.g properties 
c 

of the_ ~y and i1ZZ states are identical, being chl!l,racterized by the 
. 1 
ssme. T = 2 am. ~- scattering phases (equal to the pion~ nucleon phase 

· shifts w1 th The T = 0 ~ + ~ state corresponds to . \ 
gAl;= ~ = G). 

1 . "" 
T = 2 ~y and ~Z final ststes; for K -tP capture from rest the phase 

. of this amplitude (assuming timee:reversal 
. 1 . 

. T = 2 P"ia:O~ shift '\/2 • Ttio orthogonal 

then ~ormed, each, of which corresponds to 

imm.rian.ce) is precisely the 

T = 1 pion=hyperon states a,re 

T = i ffY and ~z systems; 

the tiro amplitudes leading to these final states then both ha.ve the phase 
. . 

o
3
; 2 " Af'ter forming the express:lom f'or t.he . branching ratios in terms 

of these three real amplitudes and the re la:ti ve phase ( 81/2 "' 5:?/2)' 
I 

.A:Ilw.ti and Vitale show that they imply the inequality 

. - 0 + 1 1 1 -·. 'rhe s~ ratios I; g~ :I: :A N 1:2:2:-g observed for K =P capt~ 

fro:m r~st fail. to satisfy this inequality, giving Expression (6;10) the 
. . why 28 29 

value =3/2. This expla.ins in a general wa~Kavarabaya,shi and Yamaguchi,_ ' 

~,fhO carried through detailed calculaticmB" on the static mod.e1 f'or. 

pseuo.oscala,r a.nd. f'or sc~J.ar me~ns :respecti.vely ( assumtng lowestooro.er 

perturbat5.on theo~· for the K 5.nternct.ion) 1 vrere unable to flnl agreement 

lii .. th t.!:.e data f'o:r ru:ry values of th.e J?ree pa:rwneters in their ce.lculat:l.()ns. 



It is l.m.clear ho'tr eignif'ica:a:t this discrepancy is to be considered. For 

one thing,, the v:tola:tion of inequality (6~10) is rel.atively sensitive _. 

' 0 
to the proportion of the .E reaction, w:i.ch ie rele.t1ve1y poorly known; 

for 'another, it is- far from clee_r at present OO'Ii.V J..a.rge an effect the 

~~A mass difference will produce iri the final state. H~e·wer, the 

derive:tion of the inequality (6ol0) does not involve the e.ssumpt:ton 

that the KnT ~n:tersctions are '\..reek, but only that the capture reaction 

occurs from a state of def'imte total angular momen·t'Wll, either from a . . 

bol.'m.d sta:te or from a continuum state of very low energy. 

Fin.ally, we turn to the A""'nucleon :lnte.raction below the E 

thx-ehold, for which there is a good deal of evidence from observations '> 

on A~hyperfragmenta. Here the two=body A=nucleofi forces are due firstly 

to e~cnanse of two pions,the simplest exc~ compatible ~th T=O for 

t.he A particle, and of three pions or more, as wel~ as tc the exchange 

of K mesons w:t:th or without pion excha.nge. The fornlS to be e.xpeci.;ed. for 

these potentials have been ce.lcul&ted in the static limit, in varying 

degrees of appro:.d.xr.lation and :for 't.he· various KA, K'I:, !3llld Id\ parities; 

by Dallaporta snit ~·erra.ri, 30 by Lichtenberg ~ Ross, 23 and by Ferrs,ri ; 
. 24 . . 

and !'onda.- These calculations Will be discussed briefly a.~ter some 

remarks on the phenonlll'.mological e.ns.lysis, but we may anticipate this 

comparison here by the remark tbat it appears necessary to assume tbs.t 

the forces are due ver.y considersblr to the pion=exchange processes, es 

required by the gJ_obal~symrr.etry hypothesis. 
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(A) Two~body potential 

arifling from two 3 pion 

emir:sion. 

-37~ 

N 1\ 
I 

(B) Three,.,body· potent.:tal 

arising f'rom two~-pion 

emi:;sion •. 

Several authors-,-Spi tzer., 31 Wei t~ner, 25 and Ba~h32 "'=have pointed 
' 

out that ln this situation, three.., body forces may be expected to occur 
I 

in the sama ·order of' approY..:t.ma.tion of perturbation theor.r ( ~e above figw:te&). 

' In lowest approximation they w:i.ll necessarily have the form 

+ · noncentral terms, 

where 

bot.h large. Next we note tba.t.·if' the two nucleons have s-we.ve relative 

motion., then (f1 ·a
2 

"t"
1

·"f2 -~ ~), S() that t.hese three-body forces do 

not depend 6n the spin or isotopic spin of the nucJear state for 

:tnteraction of the A ps.rtic.le ;.nth a pair of' a-shell nucleons. T'ne 



various calcUlations reported for these three=body forces have given 

rather different results. Weitzner 0 s calculation assumes ar1 interaction 

F Ml. __ ti,o~'· to be responsible for both Processes (A) Wld. (B) of tbfl! ab©t'@ figures; ....... _ 
in this case F must be taken negative to give an attractive A=N 

potential. The ~entral part of the corresponding three=body potential 
' • I ' 

i~ then repulsive when rAl and rA2 are large relative to rJ2 but3 

when either r:Al or r A2 ;s small, this three= body potential is. 

a.ttracti ve over a considerable domai.n. Spl tzer be gillS · f:rom a pseudovector 

J\ <-+I: + it interaction and finds three=body forces with an attractive 
~ . . r . 

central part, ... whereas Bach£ s calcula.tion on a similar basis found a 

"Weakly a1itract:tve central termo In -each calculation, the three=body 

potential obtained had a complicated noncentral form. The ~lications 

of the exist,ence of' su~h tllree=body potentials are discussed below o 

Dal:ttz and Dmm.s33 have given a pheoomenological analysis of 

hypernueies.r billlding energies _based on two= body forces alone. The 

Aconucleon potentie.ls :were assumed to be central and of Gaussian shape; 

·these simple ~tentials are to be understood as potentials equivalent 

to the actual A-nucleon potent~als a{! far as their low=energy scattering 

properties e.re concerned., For the AHe5 Gystem, the result obtained 

f'or the total A=nucleon potential (see Table II) seems fairly reliable 

' . 
f'ro:m el.ect:ron:-·seattering experiments of the nuclear parameters 

4 4 F(Jr the AH s A He doublet 1 the value gi ,ren is somewhat less 

4 :for He . 

certain 

since there is no dlrect measure a:miJ.able for the nuclear parameters 

of :H:; or Be; ==tb.e velue gi\ren f'or u
3 

in the table vaa obtained by assv:ming 

values which seem reasonable for the n3; He3· radiL M; this point it 
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TABIE II 

I . (( ( ~13 3\ 
Volume integrals Un of' A=nuclea.r potentials \unit ~v 10 em) ,·,i 

deduced from the A bin.d.ing energ:f.es I for the range parameters v~( and 

1/2m~ for the A-nucleon two-body potential. 

Hypernuc1eua BA Un(V~) u tv2m, u n\ 'J'(J n 
{Mev) 

·-

·~-~-- --==-"""- ~ ~~-~-

H3 tY 0.2') 490 .... 420 785 .... 670 2u 1 +-U 
A 2 s 2 t 

4 
AH ' ARe 

4 1.85 6oo "" 700 820 ~ 920 

He5 
A 

910 

A 
Li7 1650 ± 150 1915 ± 150 

A 
LiB 5-5 1930 ± 18o 

A-nucleon potentials U
8

, Ut {neglecting three-body potentials) 
··~------~.~~ . ..-...r~---=-=~ ......... = ........ -~-~~--. . 

228 (s = 0.71) 390 (s = 0.71) 



is of interest. to remark that it seems d_efinite that the AH4, AHe4 

' doublet observed has zero spin34~-this conclusion follows from the high 

proportion (about 4~) observed for the two ... body decay modes azro~ AH4 

decay events. This means that the singlet A-nucleon potential must be 

more attractive than the triplet potential; this conclusion is not affected 

by the possible presence of three=body forces, .since to a good approximation 

these do not depend on the A spin. 

The hypertriton AH3 is of special i.n~terest. It has very low 

BA' not mre than a few tenths Mev, so that it has a very open structure. 

In this situation the three=~ forces can have relativelY little effect, 

so that this case should allow a. clear estimte of the strength of the 

'tlro=body force. However, with such light binding, a rather fleXible 

trial ~ve function is needed and the lower values for u2 shown in 

Table II are those obtained recently by Dalitz end Downs for BA = 0.25 

Mev, 35 the large values being those obtained earlie:c with a simpler form 

for the trial tunction. 33 These values are substantially below those 

given elsewhere in the 11 terature 3 which were generally obtained by 

using the simplest possible wave functionso Note that the well=depth 

parameter s for the mean A=nucleon potent.ial in the hypertri t:m _ is no 

more than 2/.,; of oourse the mean potential bere is a combination of the 

singlet and triplet potentials, (3U
8 

+ utV4. But since the alpha particle 

gives quite a strong attractive potential, and this potential is given 

by (3Ut + U
8
), the triplet potent.i.al cannot be repulsive: from this it 

follows that the vell~depth parameter for the singlet state cannot exceed 

about 0.9. With the values of (:;ut + U
8

) and (,:1
8 

+ l\) given in 

'l'.:'~le II, the well=depth parameter obtained :for the singlet state ts 

actually 0<7l,·whether the pot~ntial is due to pion processes, or to K 



no bound sta.~ for the 1\."':P. _ or ~ A~n syatemsJl in accord vlth the lack 

of 8.!fY such evidence. The main ·assumption here' has been the neglect 

of three~l~ forces; bowevers it vill be s~ that tb? conclusions 

cannot be seriouslY.affected by the presence of ihree=body forces for 

the A parti ele • 

Wei t:mer has pointed out that these volume integrals u2 , u
3 

a.r.td 

u4. could be fai:cly vell represent-ed by the assumption of a repulsivP.· 

tbree"'body force, tOgether '!.rl th a A=nucleon tvo""body _potential having 

only 1i ttle spin dependence. 25 Includiilg e. three=body. force, the 

expressions given above ('n:l.ble II) for the volume integrals of' the 

A=nuclee.r potentials should be replaced by 

3U + us + /,W - Lt (6~12a) 
(: 9 

iii + . 3u_ + .3W - ~ (6~12b} 
..2 s ' 

.... 

JU~ + ;£{ + w ·ll ( 6. 12c) ~ ~ 

vhere W denotes t.he. vol'UII!e .int..egre.l of' the three=bOO.y .pote.ntta,l over 

A positions -for 1.'\1'0 nucleons in a distrj.bution with the sta¢e.rd nucleon 

«6.J2c) p the coefficients of' the-w term' should 
c 

be mod.:tfied a little 'by .amounts depending on the average .nucleon dellS:i.ty 
~. 3 _ _Q 4 
ln He end r, respectively, relative to that for He ; however, these 

mdifi cati.ons are not important within ·the pres.ent · 1mcertaint:tes. It :f.s 

then clear that the thr.ee Eqs .(6. 12} involve onJ_y the Q:UBJ?.ti ties U. and 
B 



· (l\ + 2tT) ~u.W. tmt. they are con.siete~t only f'or . · u
3 

= 3(U
4 

+ 20
2
)/8, a 

condition satisfied by the values given in the table, lri:thin their 

uneertaint.;ies a In all cases the s:tnglet potential U 
8 

is given by 

. 1 . 
(u

3 
"" 2 u4). However, -~he best estima.te of Us comes from u2 a.rW. 

u4 and ia tba·t given in the. t.a.ble, corresponding to a well=depth 

parameter s ~ 0"71 for either iijnoxc or -fi~14c ·rangeo The triplet 

potential u ... ,.. itself' cannot be det-ermined from Eqs. { 12); as pointed 

out by Weitznerj it is possible to assume a repulsive three~body 

$3 . . 25 pot.entia.l with w about 72 Mev ;~ and to obta:tn ut Nus. It 
.,. 

appears that the only clear -way to decide whr:xt are the relative 

strengths of the "'~= and. threeQbody potentia)~ is to obtain information 

di:;.--ectly on A~pro·ton scattering for particles of: en.ergy much less than 

150 Mev. Probably bubble chamber evidence on. A particles will give 

some 1nf'o:r.ma.tion on t.he e:tze ot these cross sections before too long. 
. . 

The strength of' the A~nucleon potential obtai.ned :for the singlet 

s"ta:te may be compared wi tb the A"'nucleon potential com:pwted from mson 

·. theor~· by Lichtenberg and Ross, assuming symmetry for the pion=byperon 

~upling. 23 The calculated potentials agree 'lri:th the pot<entia.lB found 

enwirica.lly in ·th'!.tt they pred.ict the stronger attraction to be ~-n the 

singlet state; "c.he empirical strength for the singlet potential 'corresponds 

to a ~-hyperon coupling constant a little larger than. the pion=coupling 

cons·ta.nt. Un:fortunately it is not possible. ·to make such a direct 

compa.:r:tson with t:he extensive ce.lcula:ti.ons of Ferrari and Fonda,? 
21~ to 

which I now w:i.sh to refer e These lB.st authors have ce.lculated A~nucleon 

t•orces in the static approximation up to fourth order in the coupli.ng 

parameters for all combina:tion.s of re:uitive parities of K mesoDs e-,nd 

... 

.. 



these :potentials e.re very singula:r and. must be cut off s the core radii 

being ,clloeen equal to those for the B::rueckner=~latson nuc:leon~nucleon 

potential. If one wishes to use_ these pot~ntials cUrec'tly in a 

calculation of the A~~nuclear binding energies, it is. clear that the 
-

trial functions must be quite complicated. The trial functions 

they used for the A=p~irl:tcle motion vere of the t:orm 

4-1 
fa (Y) = Jr:(Y) 7r ( l- -e;rp(-{JI!-_~·1)), for all 1£-,!;/ > 'C, 
" 1~1 

0 

. where the product is taken over all A"'l nucleo:rlS of.' the core n.ucleus 

aJ'JfJ. 13 :ta a variat.ioilB.l pare.meter, the distribution of nucleons in thE'~ 
' 

core nucleus being taken from experiment a.s far a.s possible. 'Ferrari 

1 and F'onde. find that· if they neglect K..,meson exchange they can obtain a 

reasonable value· :for the bindillg energi.es only "e"i th the same parity 

for 2: and A particlee(a.m ·a coupling parameter ~..A 2/41!. ~ 16). 

perhaps a little larger than the value knmm for the pion=nucleon 

eoupling. However, if the K,meson exchange is ala,o included, a 

pseudoscalar K meson gives rise to an additional attraction and a 
coupling parameter gAK

2/41!. = ~2/~ I"V 2 provides suff:f.cient 

attraction to allCN e. f':tt v:l..th Sif.,.2/4'Jt = 13. However·,!> since the· 

higher~order pion potentials e.re not included, nor at~y est~_:mate of' 

three=body potentials, it is Q.ifficult to teke this last refinemen·t_ very 

seriousJ.,y, although Ferrari and Fonda ;rellll'J,rk that sce.J..s.r K meoons ttrould 

contribute repulsion, leavbig more attraction to be made up by th® 

higher-ord.er t.er!rll~. W1 th i:.he inclusion of K exchange,,. Ferrari and Fohde, 



find thet they can also ob-~in a qualitatively satisfect~ry potential 

by assuming nega.tive pe..rity for 'i:.A , and ei.ther eca.J..e.r or pseudoscala.r 

KA ~ri ty by su1. tably choosing the s,igns and ma.gW. tudes of the various 

coupling parameters; f'or these cases, hotrever, about hs.lf the potential 

must be provlded by K excha.nge, the f'i t obtained. appears somewhat 

artificial, and Ferrari and. Fonda have ncit investigated the binding-

energy situation in detail f'or these_ cases. Some direct evidence thet 

the wo.,.body potential has a range of order t ~ c ia provided by a I' Xl 

comp&rison of' the potentials u6 and ll7 derived' from data. on the 

pe>l~'k:.e ll hypern.uclei ALi 7 and A IJ.
8 

with those given in Table II for 

· the light bypernuclei. When parameters recently obtained by the. Sta.ni"ord 

group for the shape and radius of Li
6 

are used, the value~ ob~j~ed for 

u6 and u
7 

_greatly exceed. those expected for B A~nucleon potent-ial of .. 

range parameter tfrrxc· Agreement between U6, u
7

, arid t.he Un of Tabl~ I 

requires a range paramer'cer perhaps 101(, larger than ii/2rna-c for the 

A=nucle<?n lX>ten.tiaJ., vhich g5.ves qualita:tive su.ppt.>rt for the conclusion 

the.t the A~nucleon potential arises mainly from the pion processes o 

On the baais of' the phenomenological ene.l,ysis it is of interest 
I 

to not.e that it appears quite probable tbat the AH
4 

system should 

have a.1;1 excited bound state of spin 1. 'file value of its binding energy 

Yill depend on. the degree of' spin dependence for the A=nucleon potentiaL 

If -there is a repulsi.ve three.,body potential, this will red.uce the deg!'ee 

of sp:tn dependence necessa.r.y to 9-ccount. for the B/i dai;e._. and ·t:.herefore 

m.ske it more cert..ain tb.n.t this state should be bound.. This may be 

sorwewhat unfortunate for the - 4 33 K =HeJ capture. experiment, vhic-.h has 

1001-:ed so promisi>1g for the d.etermina tion of the K"'A :r.eJ.e.ti ve pad ty o 

'"'" !~Ol' a SCC' ... i.e.r K )'r.J!~30n.l' the di.rect form.a:tJon of g.rou11!3. st£:te /',H :!..s 

\- ... ,· ~·· .•' ·-~ r,-;-:-,, 



,_ 

4* 4* AH vith spin 1~ If the excited state AH is formed in this capture 

reaction, it Will then dece.y by If-emission to ground state AH\ so 

4 
that normal AH decay events will be observed, even though the direct 

4 t:orma.tion of AH is e.ctua.U.y forbidden. This situation may prove quite 

difficult to sort out. 

Finally, there are some calculations to report on a correlation etfe©r~ 
~ 1 • / 

which ~s reported last year in the three=body decay ~e for hypernuclei, 

(X + A) ~ X + p + 1t (6.13) 

The.conf"igura.tion of' this de~ay mode may be characterized conveniently 

by g:t,ving the re~oil momentum "PA" of the residual nucleus X and the 

angle e, as defined in the figure. The distribut:ton.S;6in "P A" and 

cos e obtained 

for various hypernuclei in the recent EFINS = NU collaboration'7 are 

shewn in Fig. 3. The anisotropy in the cos e .distribution, especially 

5 for AHe decay, is very ~tr+king, since an isotropic distribution would 

follow from an s-wa.ve motion for the init.1.al A particle if the nuclear 

interectlona between the t'iJaal proton and the nucleus A could. be 

neglected.. ~·or 11He5, the effect of this fiJle.l~st.P.:.t..e iirt;erectio:n :i.B 
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I · . ' 4 
especially strong, mrlng to the low energy resonance in p~He acatterir.lg 

38 -
-=as pointed out by Cotttngham and Byers vho have recerit,ly completed, 

a calculation of the distributions to be expected f'or AHe5 decay as e 

r.esult of' this resoMnt interaction. As shmm in Fig. 4, t.b.eir 

calculation agrees remarkably vell with_the observed cos e distribution 

f'or A He5 decay events . . Tb.e compariso~ of' the dist.ri.bution 

with experiment for ABe5 suffers from a bias in the identif'ied AHe5 

events because it beeomes very difficult to distinguish between AHe4 and 

AHe5 decay events vhen the res~dual He nucleus bS.e a momentum of' 100 

Mev/c or less. However, this bias against low "PA" ·values disappears 

when the data on all A He decays of the type of Eq. ( 6 .1,3) are taken 

together. The "P A" distribution for about 150. /\.He dece.y events is 

g1 ven in Fig. 5 and shows some enridence for the ·double-peaked structure 
1:: 36 

(curve A) predicted for AHe? decay by C?ttingham and Byers. On this 

Figo 5, curve B shO'Iis the - "P A" distribution e:~tpected when the final , 

nuclear- interaction is neglected and only the phase space and the 

momentum distribution in the initial state are taken into account. 
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